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AN ESSAY ON HUMAN WEALTH
ABSTRACT:In this paper. I explore bohe Tre:ca and empricalas-
pects of human wealth, which is defn&d ac- dc unted present salue
of an individual's lifetime earnings net o i :-nents n human capital
On the assumption that individuals rnarnze ther human 'ealthopti-
mal lifetime investment patterns and the- re.t c otenso earnings are
developed. Qualitative theoretical predctcns ae c-rir:edusing data on a
cohort of men on whom earnings cdorrva naaiabie o'er most of
their working life. Impirical age-earn!nos proiieae made to depend on
years of schooling, indexes of ahilitand arnk hacground. Explicit ac-
count is taken of permanent but unobse ed nddua earnings differ-
ence. I find that one of the primar\ ped: t ''hor, is a hie-cvcle
pattern of investments which dechnee- t-ne a'-d a hch sield compen-
sating returns later. Both tend t.-:dc ncuu,3earninOs profiles
x hich are concave andhich rise rno'e a:d\ 'o -:'rosetb larger early
Investments. These attributes a-c ro\ '-ec h'he data -:oncid-
ered here. Both more able andmore h2h:h-çf ndtduals ssho are
presuniablv Investing more arecmnens.at ed nrn'e rapidis rising earn-
ings and higher earnings laten the !e -hse- e substantial varia-
tionn human wealth ht lesrecu:'e- :'a--a'ings 5ithifl
rthn, '-'-'- c'..-. ---:''da't ieri:' -
:.-r- el,riir, ar 5 . - - ne':. ana- (i. L.1 r.i- -:'se






-- '_'v'"narrow age groups. The coetficierit of variation in human wealth Is ap-
proximately 43 percent compared to 75 per erit in earnings and 6Uper.
cent within age groups. The direction of inequality is unambiguous. [he
dominant factor in human wealth inequality is the individual variance
component, representing individual unobserved differences. Only 10 to
12 percent of variation in human wealth is due to variation in measured
schooling, ability, and background variables. I also find a positive effect of
measured ability on human wealth. While ability has a negligible, or even
slightly negative, effect on the earnings of young men, the effect be-
comes positive and larger as the men become older.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the history of economics there has been a persistent interest in the
determinants of earnings and wealth differences among individuals. Until re-
cently, the most successful work in the area was basically empirical and in-
volved devising aIternaive measures of the dispersion of economic well-being
or quantifying the movements inobserved inequality among different sub-
groups or over time periods. The principalintellectual obstacle was the ab-
sence of an adequate theoreticalframework with which issues relating to the
distribution of human earnings and wealth could be analyzed. Interest in the
concept of human wealth was rekindled in the early 1960s by Schultz's 1960
presidential address to the American Economic Association and the publication
of Gary Becker's Human Capital. Ben-Porath (1967) contributed a substantial
theoretical innovation by developing a simple but rigorous model of optimal
lifetime investment in human capital. The theoretical insights of Becker and
Ben-Porath have inspired a host of additional theoretical and empirical studies
based on the notion of human wealth maximization and optimal age-earnings
profiles.
In spite of the large volume of research on human capital nowavailable,1 the
wealth concept has not been emphasized. Most of the research hasbeep con-
centrated on the characterization of age-earnings profiles and not onwealth
levels inherent in different profiles. Most previous studies considered earnings
differences among members of a population at a point in time (a crosssection),
although comparisons have been made among demographic groups overtime.
In this study, I emphasize the theoretical and empirical consequencesfor earn-
ings analysis of taking the lifetime rather than the single-periodviesv. I empha-
size the need to use lifetime earnings data to study a lifetimedecision problem.
Attempts by researchers to incorporate the life-cycle notioninclude calcula-
tion of inequality within narrow age groups and of the presentvalue of cross-
sectional lifetime profiles of earnings (for example, seeHouthakker 1959 and
Wilkinson 1966).2 Recently available longitudinal earnings data,however, al-
low estimation of ex post individual human wealth and thus permit acompari-
son of human wealth inequality withshorter-period earnings inequality.
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A primary prediction of all life-cycle human capital investment modelsis a
declining investment profile. This tends to produce concave earningsprofiles
The larger early investments are, the more rapidly individual earningsrise. For
questions related to the distribution of wealth, the crucial issue is theextent to
which differences in earnings patterns are 'compensated" inpresent Value:
There is no presumption in the human capital model that eachindividuals
maximum wealth should be the same, i.e., that there should heno inequality in
human wealth.
Ex post lifetime earnings patterns and human wealthare estimated fora
group of men born between 1 91 7 and 1925 (a birth cohort) for whomearn-
ings data are available at several points during their lives. Therelationship of
lifetime earnings patterns and human wealthto schooling levels, several di-
mensions of measured ability, and family background is explored.By using
longitudinal data incorporating repeated observationof each individual, the
variation in permanent earnings differencesamong individuals can be esti-
mated after adjusting for differences in schooling, ability,and background. The
permanent differences among individuals due to unmeasuredsources have im-
portant implications for variation, and thus inequality,in human wealth.
The primary conclusion to be drawn fromthis study, and from other related
studies I have made, is that withinnarrow life-cycle ranges, variationaniong in.
dividuals in human wealth althoughconsiderable, is substantiallymore equally
distributed than earnings withinage groups, as measured by the coefficient of
variation or Girii coefficient. The contributionsto variation in human wealth of
schooling, measured cognitive ability,and a limited set of backgroundvariables
are about the same as their contributionsto variation in earnings withinage
groupsroughly io te 12 I)ercent. Theremaining inequality in humanwealth
is due to unmeasured factors thatcreate individual differences inearnings
which persist overa lifetime.
The empirical life-cycleearnings patterns are largelyconsistent with the
qualitative predictions of the theoreticalmodel. The effect of schoolingand ability on the life-cyclepattern of earnings is representedby their interaction
with age and with each other.Prior to age thirty, both themore educated and
the more able have slightly lower
earnings, possibly because of higherlevels of
job-training investment whichin turn causes futureearnings to rise more rapid- ly. Correspondinglyearnings are greater afterage thirty. The ability effect on
the life-cycle pattern ofearnings is found to be duelargely to mathematical ability. Given mathematicalability, indexes ofgeneral knowledge, mechanical dexterity, and physicaldexterity affectearnings additively. Also, the impacton earnings of schooling increaseswith ability and theimpact of ability on earn- ings increases withyears of schooling. While theeffect of schooling is larger than the effect of abilityat any age, thecontribution of schooling to human wealth is muchmore sensitive to discountingbecause schooling is associated with a period of forgoneearnings. Consequentlymeasured ability has a posi-I
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tive effect on humanwealth that persists even at discount rates sufficiently
high to make the return to schooling negative
I also consider the determinants of schooling and of various types of ability.
Partly for theoretical reasons and partly because of the nature of the data used,
the empirical model posits a recursive relationship between lifetime earnings,
years of schoolingattained, and the various ability indexes. Ability and back-
ground are determinants of years of schooling, and background is a determi-
nant of ability. These relationships are explored full)' in the text, and the overall
explanatory power of the predetermined variables is found to be weak. a
8
e [I]A MODEL OF HUMAN WEALTH MAXIMIZATION
In this section Idevelop a simple model of human wealth maximization
through investment in human capital. The primary decisions individuals face






additional human capital (via their personal production function), how much to
spend on purchased inputs at each point of time, and at what age to stop spe-
cializing in the production of human capital (i.e., when to end formal school-
ing). In the model, newly produced human capital yields returns in future time
periods, future earnings are discounted at the market interest rate, and the
stock of human capital continuously deteriorates. Wealth-maximizing deci-
sions are influenced by the initial endowment of human capital, the rate at es
which additional human capital deteriorates, the rental rate of human capital, ge
th the price of inputs, and the market rate of interest for borrowing and lending.
Each individual chooses an optimal schooling level and lifetime pattern of in- gs
vestment. These decisions then determine a lifetime pattern of earnings, netof
he investment, with greatest present value. The individual then maximizes hisin-
nd tertemporal utility function subject to this wealth constraint.
It is obvious from the formulation of the model that there will beinequality on
nd in human wealth among individuals to the extent that theydiffer in endow-
of ments, constraints, subsidies, and abilities. Individuals will alsodiffer in their
d- corresponding lifetime earnings patterns. The focus of this section is onthe
on sources and consequences of these individual differences.
cal The basic model, first formulated by Ben-Porath (1967), has become a popu-
cal lar vehicle for detailed refinements of optimal life cycle investment inhuman
capital. Versions of this model, considered by Haley (1 973), Johnson (1974), on
Rosen (1973), and Wallace and lhnen (1974), have been used toexplore impli-
cations about lifetime earnings patterns but rarely to investigatethe corre- ger
sponding implications for human wealth inequality. The modelrepresented an
ted here differs horn previous efforts in several respects. As just mentioned,it is ex-
(is-p!icitly focused on human wealth as well as the underlying earnings patternsIt
develops a comparative statics analysis of human wealth withrespect to
changes in endowments, constraints, and abilities. It introduces an alternative
specification of the market (or funds which allows consumption, butnot in-
vestment, loans, thus permitting a closed mini SOlutR)fl for the schooling deci-
sion. Otherwise, the new specification leaves virtually all of the previousquali-
tative predictions of the original Ben-Porath model intact.
The Formal Model
My basic objective here is to derive a set of fairly robust qualitativepredictions
about life-cycle earnings arid levels of human wealth. Individualsare assumed
to maximize human wealth:
1)iw= r f(t) - RK(t) - PD(t)l cit to
subject to the budget constraint
RE(t) - RK(t) - PD(r) - g1 (1)0
and constraints on the rate of change of the capitalstock4
E(t) = Q[K(t), DW] -
The symbols are defined in Table 1.
The budget constraint implies that directinvestments, including bothpur-
chased inputs (P0) and forgone earnings (RK), must be financed out of
current earnings capacity (PE) and are thus constrained bycurrent earnings.
That is, there is no capital market availableto finance purchased inputs, while
there is a 'perfect" capital marketavailable to finance consumption expendi-
tures. These two capital marketsare perfectly separable in the sense that funds
borrowed cannot be transferredfrom one purpose to another.Earnings capac-
ity represents total earningsobtainable by individuals ata point in time ii they
were to allocate all their human capitalstock to the labor market.ri contrast,
net earnings at time t are obtainedafter making the optimal level ofinvest-
ment, i.e., net of forgone earnings andpurchased inputs. The constrainton the
rate of change of the stock of humancapital is that the change equals thegross
production of new humancapital via the individual productionfunction less
deterioration
This maximization problemwith its constraintscan he represented by the
maximization of the Lagrangianfunction:
LW = e" [RFu) - RK(t) - P D(] + Ht)
- QFK(t), 0(0]) +(I)RIOt) - K(ri! - P0(t) -
S















R Rental rate of human capital
p Prfte of purchased investment inputs
Initial stock of human capital
N Age of lull retirement, end of horizon
Age, point in life cycle
Constant market rate of interest
Constant rate of deterioration of human capital
f3,I2 Human capital production parameters: 0 < /3; 0 </32 <1; and
0 < (f3 + 132 <1
with respect to the decision variables Kit) and D(t). The first-order conditions
for a maximum require7
lLdfaL\
ax
where x = IF, K, 0, X1, X2, gi and =k, ô, ;, >,); that is












Earnings net of purchased inputs
Human capital allocated to producing more human capital
Purchased investment inputs
Produced human capital
Shadow price of net additions to human capital
Ugrange multiplier for constraint
Slack variable
Age at which specialization ends
Total dollar investments, RK)r) + P0(t)
Variable DescriptionAssuming L is a convex function, these conditions must be satisfied at each
point in the life cycle for maximization of human wealth. A detailed study of
these equations reveals the nature of optimal behavior.
To derive precise implications from the model a particular form must be
specified for the human capital production function. The Cobb-Douglas func-
tion is used because (1) it guarantees that L will be convex and that Intenor so-
lutions for K and D (K0 and D0) will exist at every point in the life cycle,
thus simplifying the solution; and (2) the results are directly comparable to the
original work of Ben-Porath (1967):
(7)Q(K,D) =3K81E/32
The production process is constrained by 0 </3 + /2 1 8
To make the model more realistic, the efficiency of producing human capital,
/3, is allowed to differ over the life cycle.9 For example, the time spent specializ-
ing in human capital production is assumed to be the time spent in formal
schooling. Since schooling is a publicly subsidized activity, efficiencymay be
greater during this period. The parameter /3 may he interpreted as representing
fixed exogenous inputs into production about which the individualhas no
choice, i.e., /3a L'1 L2. The level of, say, L2 as determined by public or pa-
rental policy niay be larger for individuals taking formal schoolingor training.
An equivalent formulation would be foran exogenous source to supplement
direct purchases by a proportional amount during the schoolingperiod (0, t).
The solution to this problem contains two phases, PhaseI,in which con-
straint (3) is effective and thereforeg = 0; and II, in which constraint (3) is not
effective and therefore k,= 0. One or the other must be zero at all times. In
this model, Phase I corresponds to the periodin which the individual special-
izes in the production of human capital by allocating allavailable resources to
that end. Phase I must occur continuouslyat the beginning of the life cycle.10
This is the period when desired investmentexceeds available resources and is
constrained by earning capacity. Phase IIrepresents the remainder of the life
cycle, when net earnings are positive. Grossinvestment is always positive in
Phase II because of the assumed Cobb-Douglasform of the production func-
tion.




which represents the usualcontract curve of efficient production points in
which ratio5 of marginal productsto factor prices are equalized. A general
statement of the characteristics of the optimalearnings profiles in phases I and
II follows.
a
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In Phase I, g = 0; hence, substituting (8) into (6e) yields
K= lf1I(f3 + /3)] F
and
D=[f32R/(131+/32)PIE
Expenditures on direct inputs (PD) and forgone earnings (RK) are constant pro-
portions of earning capacity (RE) during the period of specialization. Since PD
must be financed by current earnings, i.e., RE - RKPD, observed earnings are
positive as the student works to finance his expenditures, but net earnings are
zero: NY = RE - RK - PD = 0.
Substituting (9) into (6d) yields the differential equation for the growth of
the capital stock
E + & = LJE
where
U= flf3/(+ I2)ilR/32/P(+ /32)1 f3[/3!(1
)]1ERI32/Pf31l2
Equation 10 is a simple linear first-order difference equation in E, its solution is
E'5=(Uf) +C1e'
Using the initial endowment of human capital, the path of earning capacity be-
comes
E= ((1 - e)V/ + E eI1
The path of E in Phase Iis strictly convex since
(13E =D1lUIFi - E] > 0
and
(14)1 = &-[(/3 + f3,)U/ -E'1 > 0
Phase II: Positive Net Earnings
Phase II is characterized by monotonically declining investment12 (to zero at N)
and concave earnings profiles. In this phase, (60 implies that A = 0; so con-
straint 3 is not effective and RE > RK + PD. The first step in analyzing equa-
tions 6 is to determine the shadow price of net additions to the stock of human
capital (A1), using the transversality condition that the shadow value of human
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capital accumulation approaches and becomes Zero at the ('lidof life Equa
tion 6a becomes A, - A = Re" with sokition
A1 =Re" (1 )/(r + 6'
D:
Substituting (8) and (1S) into (6h) and (6c) yields the optimalpaths of Kand
K =, U2 (1 - e'") /(r + 6)
D= (132KIf31P)K
where U2 = U11(1 -)/(r+ 6)l1' and correspondingly
I = [R($, + /3,)//31lKR(J, + f32) U, (1-- e'" !(r +)
Clearly, for this model, investment declinesmonotonically with age tozero at the eiI of life: 1(N) = 0 and I < 0.Investment initially declinesat an increasing
rate (I < 0), is concave in the region< N ln(1/)/(1-- 6), has an inflection
point, and then declines at a decreasingrate (I > 0) and is convexthereafter. The convex regionis longer for low rates of depreciationand interest, andas returns to scale (,+ fi,)increase.'3
By substituting (8) and (16)into (6d), we can solve for theoptimal path of the stock of human capital(E) or earning capacity (Rfl,which is the solutionto the differential equation
F + 8E = U2 (1 - e")'
where in(1 - The solution is of the form
(1)F = C2e8' + U2e' I eb (1- e'5r_\)'"dt
The equationcan be solved in general bysubstituting for the infinite binomial
expansion'4 and integratingeach term of the seriesto yield
F= C2e' + U I(_1)'(,
6 + (r + 8)
To solve for theunknown constant C,we must spe( ify the stock of human capital at the beginningof Phase II,i.e., at t. The full solutionis obtained by substituting t= r into equation 12
as the initial condition defining C, substitut-
ing the resulting E(ti intothe lefthand side ofequation 20, and substituting = tinto the right-handside. As a result
(m\
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where, from equation 12,
F't' = 11(1 - c")/F 4- E e"]'
The stock of human capital at any Point in time is thestock at the end ofspe-
cialization'less its depreciation during the
post-specialization F)eriod plusdug-
mentations during the period from 1' to ( less theirdepreciation. Specialcases
which are more amenable to analysis arepresented below.
Presumably, the stock of human capitalcontinues to rise uponentering
Phase liii initial depreciation (SE) is not larger thangross production (Q) Since
SE grows with> O,and Qdeclines because C<0, earning capacitygrows
at a decreasing rate, E = - SE +<0, i.e., it is concaveup to its peak. Earning
capacity must peak during the period, since SE risesas Qapproaches zero at N;
hence, the two must cross before N. After the peak,11 becomes negative;
therefore, F = SE + Q is initially negative and likelyto remain negative;
hence, E is concave.
Earnings Net of Investment
Net earnings, defined as NYR(E - K) - PD, are zero during the period ofspe-
cialization and become positive in Phase II. Net earnings jump fromzero in
Phase Ito the positive value RE(t) - I(t*) at the saltus point,lb= t, since the
level of earning capacity RE(t) attained with /3= /3' is greater than desired in-
vestment with /3 = fr' in Phase 11.17
One of the primary implications of this human capital investment model is
the prediction of a concave earnings path. Since NY= RE - I and I <0 for ev-
ery t >, earnings net of investment necessarily peak after earning capacity
peaks. Furthermore, the growth of net earnings is always greater than the
growth in earning capacity and its decline less than the decline in earningca-
pacity when itdeclines. Net earnings are guaranteed to he concave, NY= R E
- I<0, in the region t > N - ln(1 /)/(r + 5) where I > 0, since earning
capacity is concave. At some initial earlier age it is possible thatI> 0 wi!l
dominate R ,making net earnings initially convex.
Net earnings, from equations 21 and 1 7. are's




+RU2 (1' P112 (11+1 - i(r+5)r+S(i
where each U is defined with /3= /3", but E(t) is based on /3 = /3'.
Human Wealth
While lifetime paths of earnings, earning potential, and investment are interest-







tamed by the individual. Human wealth is the maximum attainable present
value of net earnings.. HW = f v'tNYdt, where the limits of integrationare
from tto N, and is obtained by integrating the Product of equation 23 and the
discounting factor from tto N.
i132 (rn + le"(e' - 1) r+8 \ I
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Clearly, human wealth is a function of the stock of earningcapacity at the end
of the specialization period, E(t, as well as of the length of the specialization
period itself and of all the other parameters of the model suchas deterioration
rate, production efficiency, and retirementage. It is important to note that a
change in any parameter which affects first-periodinvestment will also affect
t and correspondingly E(t*). Partial effectson human wealth are analyzed be-
low.
Implicit Solution for t, the End of Specialization
Consider the conditions for the existence of PhaseI. Since the optimal level of
gross investment declines monotonically tozero at N, the period of specializa-
tion must occur continuously at the beginningof the life cycle or not at all. Fig-
ure 1 gives a geometric representation of the results derivedin this section and
illustrates the location of 1'.
The necessary and sufficient condition forthe existence of Phase Iis that
(25)RE < RK,, + PD =
where K0, D, andrepresent unconstrained desired input andinvestment
levels at time t = 0. Desiredinvestment is constrained by earningcapacity if,
substituting from (8) and (16),
26) <I3 + 132)U(1 - Cr*\)/(1 + 6)
where U is defined by equation11 with 13 = $' The effect ofallowing 13'
> 13' instead of 13' = 13' is to increasethe likelihood that Phase I exists byrais-





6 + 1 (r + 6)Cr\ -+e-'(l - e-r\_r)
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(-1)
+ RU2r+ i(r+ 6)[ + i(r + 6)d
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NOTE:For explanation of symbols, see accompanying text and Table 1.
N
Age
This existence condition for Phase I implies the sufficient condition for con-
vexity of E in Phase I, as noted earlier. That is, (26) implies
E < (+)U/ < U16
since 0< (+ fJ)<1 and (1 - e')/(r + 6) <1/6 for every N > 0, 0
<(r+ 8) <1,0 <r <1, and 0 <6 <1.
The exact solution for the optimal age at which to end specialization, r
(when it is positive), is implicitly contained in the equation representing the
equalization of earning capacity in Phase I and desired investment fromPhase I
as implied by constraint 3. That is, equate (1 7) to (12),each with f3 = i' and
= t. This equation can be solved for E to obtain
E = (1 -)/(r+ & - (UtTh) + (U/6)
- [(1 - i) Ue'5e81 +.V]t/(r +
This expression cannot in general be solved for t', but the directionof partial
effects can be ascertained by implicit differentiation of (28). Thepartials are







Is-The Recursive Relationships between tarid Phase II EndogenousOptimal
Paths
It is important to specify carefully therecursive nature of the relationshipbe-
tween r, represented iii equation 28, and PhaseTI levels of earningcapacity
and net earnings. The system isrecursive in the sense that someparameters affect earnings and earningcapacity only directly through Phase IIbehavior;
some operate only indirectly, through their effecton Phase I,i.e., through r
and E(t*); and others do both.For instance, E0 and /3' affect onlytand the stock of earning capacity attbut have no effecton Phase II investment; they
thus contribute additivelyto earning capacity and net earnings./3" affects only
the Phase II level ofInvestment and through it affects earningcapacity and net
earnings, with no effect on ror E(r). All other parameters affect1, E(r), and 1(t), and thus affectearning capacity arid net earningsin several ways. For
changes in those parameters (x)that affect t', there is theimplicit relationship
represented in equation 28 thatspecifies the accompanyingindirect effect er/Ox. This effecton E(r) will depend on whichparameter is varied. As the model is specified,2°equation 28 representsan implicit relationship between
parameters in equations 21, 22, and 25that must be satisfiedat all times. These
relationships and correspondingcomparative statics represent theanalytics of a closed system. The
comparative statics presented in thenext subsection are based on these relationships.
Comparative Statics Effectsof Parameters
While the solutions forinvestment and earnings pathsand even human wealth are analytically complex. theyillustrate the basicproperties of the optimal solu- tion. Some simplifiedand limiting specialcases are presented in theappendix. Consider thecomparative statics propertiesof these basicequations. Initial Endowment ofHuman Capital, E0The level of investmentin Phase II is not a function of F0; hence,the effect ofa change in F0 is simplya parallel shift in earning capacityand earnings functions,If Phase I doesnot exist the shift is dollar for dollar. If PhaseI does exist, t > 0,the length of PhaseI is shortened, and the earningcapacity upon enteringPhase II is greater.21 Thespecialization period is shortenedbecause a greaterinitial endowmentalleviates the con- straint on desiredinvestment earlier;or alternatively, the likelihoodthat Phase I exists decreases. Otherthan a parallelupward shift andan earlier start, the net earnings path in PhaseII is unaffected, Thenet result is thatan individualiith a larger initial stockof human capitaland all othercharacteristics thesame will have higherearnings at every pointin the life cycleand will begin earning sooner. Human wealth isclearly increased.








FIGURE 2changes in Income and Investment Paths Due to an Increase










For explanation of other symbols see accompanying textand Table 1.
greater initial stock of humancapital at the new t' and the other, to theresult-
ing increase in working life (see Figure2). Since the shift in RE is obviously
parallel, we need to analyze only the increment atthe initial ti'. Note that for
very small changes in E0
(20) -- - --- - EQ')
-,BE0 -Fit'BE0 BE0
The first term on the right represents the changein human capital stock at t
die to a change in r caused by a change in E0. Sincedesired investment, repre-
sented by 1(t) in equation 17 with= /3', isunchanged by E0 and since E(t') is
defined by reaching that constraint, 8E(t')/EJt' =!(t') <0. This change is pro-
portional to at'ifiE <0; hence, the net result is anincrease. The second term,
E(t') (Fit'JBE), represents the extra growth inearning capacity asmeasured
by equation 18, with /3 = /3" allowed by theadditional increment of Fit'!BE0 to
N
Adjusted Age t,t 0I
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the length of working life. Roth terms thenare separateaspects of the creased earning capacity.
Production Parameters fi. fl. and132In the Cohb-Dougl,is
production func tion /3, represents the productivity ofhuman capital;/2, the Productivityof purchased inputs; and /3, the overallefficiency. The ratio132'/3I, therelative proportion of forgone earnings andpurchased inputs intotal investmentre- mains constant over the entire life cycle.22The overallimportance 0113,and f3 is represented by theirsum, f1 1 -whichmeasures thereturns to scale in the production of humancapital, and isconstrained to be in theinter- val (0,1)23
A larger /3' affects both thegrowth of earningcapacity in Phase Iand the length of the phase, butnot Phase II investment.Thus, it affectsPhase IIearn. ing capacity and netearnings only indirectly,through t' and E(t),A larger$' lengthens the period ofspecialization and increasesthe likelihoodof its exist- ence. An increase in /3' lowels themarginal cost of producinga unit of human capital at each age in PhaseI while themarginal benefit, X, inequation 13 re- mains unchanged. Thenet result is that the largerthe increase in/3', the longer the period of timeover which the marginalbenefit exceeds themarginal cost.24 A5 is evident fromequations 10 and 12,as /3' increases, therate of growth of earning capacity risesand thus the stock ofhuman capitalat the end of PhaseI, E(t), rises. The changein EU) causesa parallel shift in the
earning capacity and net earnings functionsover Phase Il.
In Phase II, altering/3" shifts theinvestment pathproportionally to (f3)1a While /3" bothincreases the rate ofgrowth of netearnings and lowers theini- tial value by shorteningthe "jump" in thelevel ofinvestment from PhaseIto Phase II at e, thejump in netearnings is obviously dueto the difference be. tween /3' and /3".An increase ineither type ofability obviouslyincreases human wealth.
Changes inand /3' fora Given tOf special interestis the case in whicha change incharacteristics leavesthe period ofspecializajn t, unchanged.For example, if only /3' andE0 are allowedto change,any combination of thetwo that satisfiesequation 23 will yieldthe same valueof t.2' Itwas shown earlier that a rise ineither E0or /3' tends to raiseearnings. When bothincrease in pro- portion to niaintaintt, the entireearnings profile,NY,as well as earning capac- ity riseover the entire life
cycle. Consider thechanges in twoparts. First, the re- sult of increasingis to increaseinvestment only in theperiod of specializa. tion andCorrespondingly toincrease earningseverywhere Furthermore, the period ofspecialization isshortened Secondly,increasing /3' by enoughto bring t backup to its original
Position will raise theproductivity of investment, complementing theeffect of F0; thatis, persons withthe same r but differing in F0 and /3 will have
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the two whichdetermines the pp investment level. Both tend
to dampenthe desired level of investment at all ages and thus have a negative
effect oil earning capacity, netearnings, and human wealth.
The effects do differ, however, in an important way. In Phase I, investment is
obviously dampened by an increased deterioration rate since less human capi-
tails available for investment.The rate of interest, however, has no effect on
investment in that phase (from equations 9 and 12). The result is that the rate
of interest unambiguously shortens the specialization period! while the effect
of the deterioration rate onspecialization is ambiguous. An increase in either
the interest rate or the deterioration rate has a negative effect on earning ca-
pacity and human wealth.
Age of RetirementThe age of retirement (N) or the length of the life cycle
enters primarily throughthe shadow value of human capital accumulation.
Shadow value declines monotonically with age and approaches zero at the
end of the life cycle; i.e., X(N)0. Correspondingly, optimal gross investment
declines monotonically with age to zero at retirement. Since optimal invest-
ment depends only on the time remaining to recoupthe benefits of invest-
ment (N - t), a change in Nsimply shifts the investment path horizontally (see
equations 14 and 16). Since a later retirement increases thedesired level of in-
vestment in both phases I and II proportionately,the period of specialization s
lengthened,27 and earning capacity and earnings are enhanced at every age
(see equation 15). A longer life cycleobviously enhances earning capacity,
postspeciaiization earnings, and human wealth.
The Rental Rate of Human Capital (R) and thePrice of Purchased In puts
(P)The effects of R and Pare similar in some respects to those ofand /.
Since invested human capital is effectivelypurchased at price R through for-
gone earnings, equation 8 illustratesthat the relative proportions of purchased
inputs (D) and forgone earnings (K) depend upontheir relative prices. If the
price of direct inputs rises, the individual has anincentive to substitute human
capital for direct inputs in production. Since the priceof a factor of production
has risen, the optimal investment level will falleverywhere in Phase 11.28 How-
ever, R also affects the return onthe production of an additional unit of human
capital. The shadow value of a unit of human capital at any ageis effectively
the discounted rental rate on that unit net of itsdeterioration. The effect of an
increase in R is to raise the optimal level of Phase IIinvestment.29
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[llDATA, EMPIRICAL MODEL, ANDPROCEDURES
This section provides the bridge from theory toempirical analysis. The preced-
ing section was focused on the analytic determinantsof optimal human capital
investment, the optimal hfetime pattern ofearnings and thecorresponding
maximum level of human wealth. In this sectionI introduce a data setand an
empirical model from which we can begin toquantify some of thetheoreticalConcepts and verily sonic of the theoretical predictions. In subsequentsec
tions I present estimates of the determinants of the level of humanwealth; the
undeilying lifetime pattern of earnings; the degree of individualvariation in the
level of initial earning capacity and human wealth; and thesocioecononhic de-
terminants of optimal schooling and of various dimensions ofmeasured ablity.
Although the theoretical model is not restricted toconcepts with measurable
counterparts, some additional assumptions must be imposed to renderthe
model empirically tractable. The empirical modelis consistent not only with
the theoretical model developed in the last section, butwith many other theo-
retical models as well. Perhaps the best view of the theoreticalmodel is that it
helps us interpret the empirical results. The latterare, however, interesting in
their own right.
Several chronologically successive factors which affecthuman wealth will be
analyzed in a recursive structural model.In the first stage of the recursivesys-
tem, characteristics of family and social backgroundare considered as determi-
nants of several measured dimensions of ability;these ability indexeswere
measured just after high school. The familybackground variables include
father's and mother'syears of schooling, number of siblings, religion, andrium-
ber of family moves during youth.In the second stage of the model,back-
ground factors and various measuredabilities are analyzed as determinantsof
the length of formal schooling. In thethird stage, earnings at eachage in the life
cycle are related to background,abilities, and years of schooling;these three
are determinants of the lifetime earningsprofile and thus of the resulting
human wealth. By interpreting theseempirical patterns, we can verify thetheb-
retical notions and the degree ofvariability in the theoreticalquantities esti- mated. I begin witha description of the data because they determinesome as- pects of the empirical model.
The Data
The empirical work is basedon the NBER-TH sample. A usefulfeature of this sample is that it includesearnings data for thesame individuals at several
points in their lifetime (ages 19to 54); measures of severalspecific types of abilities; and detailedsocioeconomic background data.Rarely is this much life- time data available forindividuals, especially incombination with the other
personal data. The generalcharacteristics of the sampleare discussed in detail in several places. Theoriginal data are describedin Thorndike and Hagen (1959), and recentlyacquired additional informationis described in Taubman and Wales (1974) andHause (1975).
The results reported hereare based on a group of 4,699nien for whom two to five age-earnings pointswere observed between 1943and 1970. Most of the men had been bornbetween 1917 and1925; accordingly, theirages ranged from 19 to 57over thyears of observation (fewerthan 1 percent were
a
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outside the range from 19 to 55). All had volunteered for air force pilot, naviga-
earnings. In 1969, NBER did the same for a subset of these 17,000, and in-
tor, andbombardier programs in 1943. In 1955, Thorndike and Hagenk1959)
sampled 17,000 men by mail and included questions on schooling and 1955
cluded additional questions on initial job earnings, earnings in later years, and
schooling. The data include five separate, approximately equidistant points on
the age-income profile as well as the year of initial job, last year of full-time
schooling, and total years of schooling. The age-income points are approxi-
mately initial job, 1955, 1960, 1964, and 1968. The distribution of observations
by year is as follows: 3,844 for 1945.-i 952; 1,846 for 1953-1957; 3,692 for
1958-1962; 1,231 for 1963-1966; and 4,774 for 1967-1970.
Another distinguishing attribute of this data is the wealth of information on
measured ability. The air force tests of applicants for pilot and navigator school
yielded twenty indexes of various abilities. A single IQ-type aggregate ability
index was obtained by a factor analysis of those ability indexes most nearly
corresponding to IQ-related abilities. The tests and factor loadings are pre-
sented in Table 2. Also, separate aggregate ability indexes were constructed for
mathematical ability (MATH), mechanical dexterity (MECH), physical dexterity
(PHYS), and general knowledge (GENKN). Reading comprehension originally
had only one index. Again, the separate ability indexes were constructed by a
factor analysis of the appropriate original scores. The indexes and factor load-
ings for each are presented in Table 2. The simple correlations among the in-
dexes and of each index with years of schooling are presented in Table 3.
The individuals in the sample differ from the U.S. male population as a whole
in several ways: (1) Itis a high-ability group; all of the men completed high
school or high school equivalency examinations and passed the initial screen-
ing for the air force-flight program. (2) Their general health was better than that
of the general population in 1969. (3) They were more homogeneous in height
and weight because all had to meet military physical standards. (4) They seem
to have had a high degree of self-confidence and self-reliance. Some of these
factors may, however, be related to the subjects' high ability. In addition to the is





The model specifies the structural relationship between a set of predetermined n
variables, including family background and social characteristics, and a setof
n
recursively related endogenous variables, including a vector of ability mea-
sures, years of schooling, and annual earnings at several ages inthe life cycle. 0
Figure 3 contains a diagram of the recursive model. The recursive nature is par- of
tially determined by the nature of the NBER-TH data. For example, the relation- es










Math A (advanced arithmetk. algebra. trigonometry)
(speed and accuracy of simple arithmetic
Operations
(same as Numerical Operation 1,more complex
.187Mechanical Principles (pictorial presentation ofmechanical problems)
.291Dial and Table Reading (reading instrumentdials)
.321Speed of Identification (matchingperceptual forms)
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.348Spatial Orientation 2 (matching detailedaerial photos)
Physical Dexterity (PHYS)
253Discrimination Reaction Time (motorresponse to visual response)
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.285Rotary Pursuit (simple motor skills)
.161Aiming Stress (muscular steadinessand emot(onal control)
.253Finger Dexterity
General Knowledge (GENKN)
.381BIographical Data-Pilot (index ofinformation associated withsuccess in pilot training)
.502General Information-Pilot(knowledge of planes and flyingtechniques) .251Biographical Data-Navigator(index of informationassociated with success in navigator training)
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acause theReadr cchensjlest had a floor very low
scores were possible a dummy variableear added such that a Iwas given to ea h person who
did not score at the lowestpossible value and aO ntlieu se A total of 98 apercent of individuals receivedae All variables were transfimedto have zero nean and unit standard deviation beforefactor analysisce)
TABLE 3Simple Correlations between Abilities and Schooling
ability test scores were obtained shortly after high school and the schooling
variable is number of years beyond high school. The same applies to the rela-
tionship between schooling and earnings because the age-earnings observa-
tions were made after au formal schooling had been completed. While each
type of ability will be considered empirically, the model is formulated here in
terms of the single lQ-type ability index. The formal model is as follows:30
= I I (ak,! Age, Sch/ IQ!)- I (I'qSocqj) +
k=O j=0 1=0 q
Sch, = IQ, + I(f3qSocq,) +
IQ, = I(Yq Socq,) +
whereç, is annual earnings in real 1970 dollars of theth individual at observa-
tion t; Aged is the age of individual i at observation t; Sch is the number of
years of schooling of theth individual; IQ, is theth individual's ability index,
and Soc1 is the th individual's vector of q social variables including father's and
mother's years of schooling, number of siblings, number of childhood family
moves, and religion dummy variables for the Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish
religions. (Other religions, no religion, and no response constitute the omitted
class.)
Equation 30 may be considered an approximation to the nonlinear equa-
tion 23 in Phase II of the life cycle obtained by a Maclaurin's expansion of the
exponential functions of t(representing years of schooling), and(represent-
ing age). I will not pursue this notion to try to identify the underlying theoreti-
cal parameters.31 This functional form is so general that it could be approximat-
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Mechanical
Dexterity .107 .349 .472
Math and Numerical
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high schoolof enipirccal results, and the empirical results are used to verifycertain qualita-
tive predications. The degree of polynomial in age, schooling and abilityrepre-
sented in equation 30 is ascertained empirically as that polynomialsurface
which 'best" fits the data in the sense of minimumVariance without excessive
order; that is, additional-order polynomials in age, schooling, andability are in-
troduced until they fail to reduce error variance significantlyat the 5 percent
level. The best equation is found to be cubic in Age and quadraticin Sch and in
!Q. Only, age represented a cubic relationship regardless of the order ofenter-
ing polynomials. The social variables are entered additively arbitrarily.
The recursive nature of the relationships is exploited to justifyestimating
each equation separately. The schooling and IQ equationsare estimated using
data on the 4,699 men, and the earnings equation is estimatedusing the
15,387 pooled age-earnings points, thus combining time series andcross-
sectional aspects.
The family background variables are entered linearly into the earnings func-
tion. They may be thought of as affecting the individual's stock of human capi-
tal at the school-leaving age EE(t)l through schooling subsidies and directre-
source inputs. They thus affect the level of the earnings function. The probably
numerous unmeasured variables that affect the level of earnings are repre-
sented by an individual variance component in the error structure of theearn-
inks function. This error structure is assumed to be of the form
P-,r = E, '4-
where,is the 1th individual's permanent deviation fromthe estimated earnings
function andis the transitory residual. It is assumed that E and i are inde-
pendent of each other and all measured variables. The repeated observation of
each individual over the major part of a lifetime makes possible the analysis of
individual differences in lifetime earnings rather than simply an analysis of the
lifetime earnings path of the "representative individual" predicted from mea-
sured variables alone.
Given this error structure, the more efficient GLS estimates of the parameters
a and 1' are obtained and compared to the OLS estimates. Since all individuals
are not observed in the same time periods and are indeed not observed the
same number of times, it is worthwhile to outline the method of obtaining the
GI.S estimates. The earnings covariance structure is of the form
+= 7if = I,=
coy (,, L) = = paif I = j, t
Oifij
where p = is the proportion of total earnings variation in any single year
which represents permanent differences among individuals. The parameter p is
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723also the correlation between any two residuals for the same individual's differ.
cut years.
The GLS estimates of the parameters a and F are effectively weightedaver-
ages of estimates which would result from using only within-individual
earnings variation or from using only between-individual variation. The GLSes-
timate weights these two inversely to their error variances. See Nerlove (1971)
and Maddala (1971) fora more detailed discussion of these issues. II each indi-
vidual were observed the same number of times, the weights would bere-
flected in the parameter
(35)9 = (r,/(cr+ To)
where T is the number of observationson each individual. In the data analyzed
here T is between 2 and 5. Since pooled estimates ofr and o- are obtained
by an analysis of within- versus between-individual residual variation, allindi-
viduals observed the same number of times will have thesame 0, i.e.,
'36)= i/(+ 1 o)





where X is the data vector for individuai i at observationincluding the de-
pendent variable and X is a vector of variablemeans for individual,.
Another objective is to ascertain the degree of dispersionand inequality in
human wealth. It is useful and instructive toseparate the effect of measured
variables and of unmeasured variables, ,on dispersion in human wealth.The
expected value of human wealth forany given set of measured variables
(schooling, ability, and background) is estimated bysumming discounted earn-
ings values predicted from the estimated earnings function ofequation 30 over
the working life from school-leavingage to the age of full retirement.32 Retire-
ment is assumed to be at age sixty-five for everyone. All human wealthvalues
are discounted to age sixteen at the same rate foreveryone.
These mean human wealth values correspondto. the expected value of
human wealth for a "representative individual" with thegiven set of measured
variables. Dispersion in these mean valuesrepresents dispersion in human
wealth caused by variation in the measured variablesalone. There is, however,
significant variation in the level of earnings,e, and thus in human wealth
among individuals alike in their measured characteristics.
It is important to move beyond the notion ofa "representative individual" to
estimate the total variation in human wealth andto assess the relative impor-
tance of schooling, ability, and backgroundas determinants of inequality in
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human wealth. Predicted earnings and the estimatedvalue of the individual
componentare assumed to he orthogonal; hence.th( contributionof each to variation in human wealth may be separated and the
sum of the two com-
ponents equals the total variation.
The total variance in human wealth is estimatedin the followingmanner.
First, mean human wealth (MHW) is estimated for eachindividual in thesam-
ple on the basis of his schooling, ability, and background.Next, each individu-
al's human wealth (HW) is estimated by utilizing theindivjdtjal's iw observed
earnings history. The mean discounted residual iscalculated so that thepresent
value of each individual's transitory earningscomponent is zero and thus adds
nothing to the variance in human wealth. When thediscount rate iszero, the
resulting mean residual is an unbiased estimate ofEr An individual's estimated
human wealth is then MHW plus the present value ofthe mean discountedre
sidual, and the variance in human wealth is thesum of the orthogonal variance
components.33 For calculating variances over individuals,each observation is
weighted in proportion to the number ofage-earnings points obseR'ed for that
individual.
[Ill]EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this section, I explore patterns of lifetime earnings andthe resulting human
wealth as well as the determinants of schooling levelsand abilities that influ-
ence these patterns. First,I examine the effects on the age-earnings relation-
ship of schooling, IQ-type measured ability, and socialand family background
for consistency with the predictions of the theoreticalmodel; and I explore the
corresponding contribution of these variables to humanwealth at various dis-
count rates. Next, I translate these earnings and human wealthestimates into
measures of dispersion for comparisons of inequality in human wealth and in-
equality in earnings at various stages of the life cycle. Therole of individual dif-
ferences due to unmeasuredsources is explicitly analyzed. I then explore the
effects of ability and measured social and familybackground characteristics on
years of schooling and the effect of backgroundon ability.
While these results incorporatean aggregate IQ-type ability measure, the
detailed effects and determinants of mathematicalability, reading comprehen-
sion, mechanical dexterity, physical dexterity, and general knowledgeare pre-
sented separately.
Life-Cycle Earnings Patterns and Profiles
in this section I presenta detailed empirical analysis of individual lifetime earn-
ings patterns and their consistency with patterns predicted by the theoreticalI
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7 FIGURE 4EstimatedAge-Earnings Profiles for a Protestant with Average
Values for His Other Social Variables.
model. The effects of schooling and lQ-type ability on life cycle earnings pat-
32 terns are represented by their interactions with age (see Table 4). Variation in
schooling and ability and their interactions and background account for
30.1 percent of the variation in annual earnings. The estimated standard devia-
tion ofis $7,997 with a standard deviatio&4 of $5,224 for i and $6054 for
. Hence, 57 percent of residual variation is explained by individual perma-
nent differences.This figure (0.57) may be interpreted as an estimate of the
simple correlation between the residuals for any two observations on the same
B individual. Correspondingly, 70 percent of total variation is explained by mea-
sured variables plus the permanent component. As I show later, these variance
components play an important role in human wealth variation.
008
Both OLS and GLS estimates37 of the parameters a and F are presented in
Appendix B. Because of the large number of observations, the predicted age-
earnings profiles are about the same using either set of estimates.' Representa-
tive age-earnings profiles based on the OLS earnings function arepresented in
Figure 4 for a Protestant with average levels of other social variables. The earn-
ings profile is shifted vertically by $84 for each additional year of father'sedu-
cation, by $101 for each additional year of mother's education, by $110for
each additional sibling, by $28 for each childhood family move, and by$345
for Catholic and $4,1 47 for Jewish religion (relative to Protestant).
The life-cycle earnings patterns and the differences in those patternsdue to










Ave. Abilityand they rise more rapidly, the more educated and more able the individual.
For example, between ages forty and forty-five, given mean ability, earnings
rise at a rate of $556 per year for a college graduate, at a rate of $366 for a high
school graduate, and at $880 for a professional or Ph.D. ora college graduate
over the same age range, earnings rise at a rate of $494 per year for an individ-
ual one standard deviation below mean ability and $627 foran individual one
standard deviation above the mean.
Both the more educated and the more able have lower earnings priorto age
thirty, perlaps because their levels of job training investmentare higher. That
in turn causes future earnings to rise more rapidly and to be higher afterage
thirty. This empirical relationship illustrates the finding of previousstudies, e.g.,
Griliches and Mason (1974) and many works cited in Jencks (1972), thatmea-
sured cognitive ability has little effect on earnings at earlyages. It is important
to note, however, that most studies of the effect of abilityon earnings have
been for young men under thirty-fiveyears of age. Since ability has its greatest
effect late in the life cycle, either using samples of theyoung or ignoring inter-
action with age substantially understates the effect of ability.
Another important finding is that ability and schooling havea strong positive
interaction with each other,3 which operates primarilyon the age-earnings
profile; the higher an individual's ability, thegreater the impact of his schooling
on the age-earnings relationship, and the higher an individual's schooling, the
greater the impact on his ability. These same positive interactionsare also quite
evident in their effect on human wealth.
These results can be interpreted in thecontext of the theoretical model. Re-
member that a change ri the initial endowment of humancapital, or earning
capacity, has the effect of shifting the earnings profileup or down in the same
direction as the change in endowment, Ifwe interpret the background vari-
ables (all pre-high school except religion)as proxies for some of the effects of
early public and family investments in children, thenthe effect of those vari-
ables will represent differences in initial endowment.
The large individual variance component ()in the earnings function residual
is consistent with unmeasured differences in initialearning capacity. Itis also
consistent with unmeasured differences in investmentpatterns which are not
exactly compensated forInpresent value. As measured,itincludes both
effects.
One way of interpreting the term "ability" is byexamining differences in the
efficiency with which additional human capitalcan be produced by the indi-
vidual. The differences may represent individualdifferences in production in-
puts that are not under the control of the individual, includinggenetic endow-
ments as well as production inputs provided by societyor family. Differences
in post-schooling ability or production efficiencyresult in earnings profiles
which are initially lower for themore able, due to a greater level of investment,
but rise more rapidly andsurpass the earnings of the less able and remain
S
728 Lee A. Lillardgreater throughou1tthe life cycle. The greater investment by the more able is
more thancompensated in present value. If measured ability (measured just
after high school)represents post-schooling production efficiency, this predic-
tion is clearlyverified by the data. The predicted earnings profile changes just
asexpected and human wealth increaseswith increased ability.
Increased schooling representing increased investment given initial endow-
ment and ability,increases the period of forgone earnings, which is compen-
sated for by greater earningsgrowth and increased earnings late in the life cy-
cle. We thus havethe prediction that some earnings inequality is compensated
through differential investmentand patterns of returns but that some inequal-
ity in humanwealth is expected to persist because of differences in endow-
ments, constraints,and abilities. Some of the differences in these are repre-
sented by measured variables; some areunmeasured, but are captured in the
component for individualresidual variance, which is the dominant source of
the estimated inequality inhuman wealth. This finding indicates a need for fur-
ther research.
Earnings and the DisaggregatedDimensions of Ability
In an exploration of the effects onthe lifetime pattern of earnings of the vari-
ous disaggregated dimensionsof ability, the separate effect of reading compre-
hension, mathematics, mechanical dexterity,physical dexterity and general
knowledge were studied rather than the IQindex. The primary finding was
that mathematical ability affects the lifetime patternof earnings in precisely the
same way as the aggregateIQ index. None of the other abilityindexes signifi-
cantly affects the lifetime pattern but theydo affect the level of earnings. (See
Table A-2 for the estimated earnings functionincluding the disaggregated abil-
ity variables.) Reading comprehension fails toshow any net effect on earnings,
given schooling and the other abilities.Mechanical dexterity andgeneral
knowledge each affect earnings, generallypositively, but with a negative inter-
action between them. The role of physicaldexterity is only to interact positive-
ly with general knowledge andnegatively with mechanical dexterity,that is,
(39)Y/(MECH) = 4,089 - 1,866(GENK) -'1,826(PHYS)
JYI(GENKN) = 1,815 1,866(MECII) +1,509(PHYS)
The effect of a change of one standard deviationin mechanical dexterity or
general information at specific levels of otherabilities is given in Table 5.While
general knowledge always has a positive effect onearnings, mechanicaldex-
terity has a negative effect at high levels ofphysical dexterity andgeneral infor-
mation.

























TABLE 5Changes in Annual Earnings for Given Changes in Ability
(real 1970 dollars)
NOTEEach ahiay scor' Fis a nican of 1.0 and a standard deviation of 025.
Earnings, Human Wealth, and the Life Cycle
An understanding of the relationship between variance in human wealth and
in annual earnings may be developed by consideringsome straightforward il-
lustrations. For simplicity, assume awayexogenous earnings growth over time
and differences in the length of working life and retirementage. Also assume a
zero discount rate so that present values are sums. Consider first an example of
how the variance in earnings can exceed the variancein human wealth. As-
sume that all individua!s in a given population have thesame lifetime earnings
profile (earnings rise with age), but they differ inage. Therefore, at any speci-
fied age, there is zero variation both in human wealth andin earnings hut at a
point in time there is positive variation in earningsamong individuals in the
population. In addition, there is positive covariance betweenearnings values of
adjacent years. Those with high earnings in the firstyear are older than the rest
of the given population and have high earnings in thesecond year as well, If
there are several earnings streams with thesame present value but different
rates of growth of earnings with age, these conclusionsare unaltered except
that there will be positive variance in theearnings of individuals of the same
age, and earnings early and late in life will be negatively correlatedamong indi-
viduals. Clearly, in this illustration the coefficient ofvariation and the Cmi coef-
ficient of concentration will indicate equality ofhuman wealth and positive in-
equality of earnings by age group or aggregatedover ages.
Secondly, consider how the variance in human wealthcan exceed the vari-
ance in earnings. Assume, contrary to the first illustration, thatearnings do not
vary with age (flat age-earnings profiles) but dovary among individuals. Varia-
tion in earnings will be the same at allages and aggregated over ages. The vari-
ance in human wealth must exceed the variance in earningssince human
wealth is the discounted sum of theconstant earnings value. In this particular
case the coefficient of variation in earnings at any givenage exactly equals the






0.75 1.00 1.25 0.75 1.00 1.25
0.75 333 216 99 388 271 154
1.00 219 102 -15 482 365 248
1.25 105 12 129 576 459 342An Essay on HumanWealth 731
anappropriate index of inequality in human wealth. If the age-earnings profiles
areallowed to slope upward (but remain parallel to each other), any cross-
sectional earningsdistribution aggregated over all ages will have a larger vari-
ance than thatof the earnings distribution at any particular age. The variance of
the aggregate earningsdistribution will depend on the age distribution of
members of the aggregate aswell as the distribution of profiles amongmem-
bers. The inequalityin earnings at any age still accurately reflects inequality in
human wealth eventhough the variance in human wealth is larger than the
variance in earnings at any age.
Clearly, when the features of these two extreme illustrations are combined,
i.e., when individualprofiles differ in both mean level and lifetime pattern,
either extreme may dominate.The major difference between the two illustra-
tions is the degree towhich differences in lifetime earnings profiles among indi-
viduals are compensated or uncompensated in present value and the degree of
variation in uncompensated differences. The model to be considered empiri-
cally incorporates all of these features: various shapes of age-earnings profiles
e due to measurable variables, differences iii human wealth due tounmeasured
a variables, and stochastic variation in earnings from year to year.
of
5-
Mean Human Wealth gs
The expected value of human wealth for a given set of measuredvariables is ci-
estimated by summing discounted earnings values predicted from the esti- ta
mated earnings function. The human wealth values presented inTable 6 in the
1970 dollars are discounted to age sixteen, and full retirement isassumed at s of
age sixty-six.4° These values result fromanalysis of the effect of measured vari- est
I. If ables on the human wealth of a "representative individual."
A striking result is that while schooling has a greater effect onannual earn- ent
ings, at any age, than does ability, the effect of schooling on meanhuman ept
wealth is much more sensitive to discounting than is the effectof ability. At a me
zero discount rate schooling clearly has the dominanteffect on lifetime earn- ndi-
ings. However, cognitive ability continues to have a positiveeffect on human oef-
wealth at discount rates beyond which the effect of schoolinghas turned neg- in-
ative. The reason for the difference in sensitivity to discountingis that forgone
earnings increase with additional schooling but not with greaterability. An in- van-
crease in ability for a given schooling level isaccompanied by an initial period not
of slightly lower earnings followed by greater earnings for theremainder of the aria-
life cycle, but no change in the age at which earning begins.Additional school- van-
ing may be thought of as an investment, while additionalability may be man
thought of as a greater endowment. The effect of a greaterendowment of cular
ability is consistent with greater on-the-job training investment,which is more s the









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7ContributiOn of Schooling and Ability Variables
to Mean Human Wealth
(1970 dollars)
Discount Rate
Table 7 clearly illustrates the strong positive interaction between ability and
schooling in their effect on mean human wealth. The gain in human wealth
from additional schooling increases with ability. The returns to ability are
greater at successively higher levels of schooling.Similarly, the returns to
schooling increase rather than decrease with more schooling and the return to
a higher measured ability index is an increasingfunction of measured ability.41
For example, at a discount rate of 3 percent, the difference in meanhuman
wealth between a college and a high school graduate is $2,652 at lowability
and more than three times that figure, $9,181, at high ability. Thecorrespond-
ing values for Ph.D. versus college are $4,281 and $42,531respectively.
While the set of background data used here is quite limited, we cangain
some ideas of their relative importance to humanwealth from Table 8.
Mother's education has a 20 percent greater effect on son's earningsand mean
human wealth than does father's education. Consider, for example,that these
estimates imply that the mother's attainment of a collegedegree versus a high
school degree is associated with an increase of $1 7,776 inundiscounted life-
time earnings, compared to $14,784 for the same differencein attainment in
father's education. These estimates are roughly 30 percent aslarge as the
effect of the son's own attainment of college over high schoolfor an average-
ability son. The effect of parents' education is enhanced bytheir strong posi-
tive correlation with each other. The number of siblings has anegative effect
College vs. high school
tow ((1.75) ability 58,968 2,652 -(0,917 -16,810
Average (1.00) abilty 58,757 3,932 -9,587 -15603
High (1.25) ability 71,689 9,181 -6,170 -13,132
Ph.D. or professional vs.college
Low (0.75) ability 58,462 4,281 -6,423 -10,027
Average (1.00) ability 131,285 35,612 12,560 1,991
High (1.25) ability 142,787 42,531 17,440 5,452
Average to low ability
High school 28,524 7,702 2,839 648
College 28318 8,982 4,169 1,855
Ph.D. or professional 101.141 40,313 23.152 13,873
High vs. average ability
High school 30,600 1 0,285 4,816 2,060
College 43,538 15,534 8,233 4,531
Ph.D. or professional 55,040 22.453 13,11 3 7,992
Source 00/0 3% 50/0 70/i
I
TABLE 8Contribution of Social Variables to Mean Human Wealth
(1970 dollars)
on earnings and mean human wealth while the number of pre-high-school
family moves has an insignificant positive effect. Religion, particularly if theper-
son is Jewish, has by far the largest background effect.42
The direct effect of these background variableson earnings and mean
human wealth appears to be rather small compared to schooling andability.
However, background variables also indirectly affect earnings and human
wealth through their effects on schooling and ability, whichare not considered
here.
Inequality in Earnings versus Inequality in Human Wealth
Human wealth is substantially more equally distributedamong members of the
sample birth cohort than earnings withinnarrow life-cycle age ranges (see
Table 9). Inequality in earnings atany stage of the life cycle beyond age 30 as
measured by either the coefficient of variationor the Cmi coefficient is 50 per-
cent larger than inequality in human wealth.43 This conclusion isnot affected
by changes in the discount rate44
Since the members of the NBER-TH sample are slightlymore homogeneous
than all members of the 191 7-1 925 birth cohort withat least a high school de-
gree, it is useful to compare them with a similar group from the 1960 Census
population. The sample cohort group would be 35to 43 years old in 1 960
The corresponding income (from allsources including earnings) inequality
among those in the 1960 Census population who were 35 to 44years old and
had at least a high school degreewas 0.69 as measured by the coefficient of
variation and 0.33 by the Cmi coefficient.46 These differencesare not exces-
Discount Rate
Background Variable 0% 30/n 70/
Father's education
Each additional year 3696 1714 1,107 753
Mother's education
Each additional year 4,444 2,061 1,331 905
Number of siblings
Each additional sibling -4,840 -2,245 -1,449 -986
Number pre-high-school moves
Each additional move 1,232 571 369 251
Religion
Jewish vs. Protestant 182,468 84,620 54,637 37,157
Catholic vs. Protestant 15180 7,040 4,545 3,091
aC)tritoare ho college graduatesn
n
d
TABLE 9DjstrlbUti0of Human Wealth and of Earnings
(1970 dollars; figuresin parentheses are upper-bound
values on human wealthinequality)
StandardCoefficient Cmi
MeanDeviationof VariationCoefficientSkewness
Distribution of Human Wealth, Assuming Full
Retirement at Age 66
DiscoUnt Rate
ov0 $674,146$289,380 .43 .191 2.69
($ 401 ,635) (.60)
3 277,533 115,878 .42 .191 2.94
(181,305) (.65)
5 166,895 69,632 .42 .186 3.18
(122,331) (.73)




30-34 10,284 6,115 .59 .254 6.18
35-39 12,429 7,396 .60 .281 4.41
40-44 15,110 9,037 .60 .285 3.18
45-49 18,795 12.260 .65 .310 3.10
aSk,ss is measued by the scjare root of M,/S. The coefficient of variation s5,/5. Individual observations
are weighted by the number of observedage-earnings points. Xis the mean, 5, is the standarddeviation, M is
-IN, and N is the number of observations.
sively large and are in the expected direction,since the NB[R-TH group is more
e homogeneous than the total population.
e The difference in inequality between earningsand human wealth is partly
as due to compensated differences in lifetimeearnings profiles. Inequalityin
human wealth (Hw) is largely dominated bythe magnitude of variation inthe
persistent individual differences (c). Variationinaccounts for 40 percentof
the total earnings variation, 57 percent ofresidual earnings variation,arid
us 88 percent of the variation in undiscounted HW.
The importance of variation inis readily illustrated:schooling, ability, and
background account for 10 to 12 percentof the total variation inhuman
wealth, as measured by Var MHW/Var HW; theremainder (88 to 90 percent!)
ity is attributed to variation inNote that, within the narrowage groups, thevan-
d ation in earnings explained by schooling, ability,and background, asmeasured
of by Var(MY/Age)/Var(Y/Age), is also 10 to 12 percent.
To illustrate further the importance of variationinconsider the hypothetlL,a
a
cal alternative extreme values ofzero and 100 percent of residual earnings vari-
ation due to . If all the residual variationwere purely random, i.e., o 0,
even within observations for the same individual, then inequalityin human
wealth would be solely due to the measuredvariables:47 schooling, ability, and
background. Under this restriction both thecoefficient of variation and Cmico-
efficient are reduced to one-third their formerlevels (15 and 7 percent,respec-
tively). At the other extreme, all residualdifferences persist over a lifetime, i.e.,
o. Under this assumption the upper boundon the coefficient of varia-
tion, presented in Table 9, is 50 to 100percent greater than the estimated true
values. The upper bound alsoranges from about the same level to 50percent
larger than the coefficient ofvariation for earnings within thenarrow age
groups.
One may reasonably be interestedin inequality within schoolingor ability
groups. The only subgroups with greater humanwealth inequality than theag-
gregate are those with 13, 14,or 15 years of schooling (those who attended
college but did not graduate): theirrespective coefficients of variationare 0.53,
0.48, and 0.49, as compared toan overall coefficient of 0.43 for undiscounted
HW values. The greater inequalityin those subgroups is dueto greater disper-
sion rather than to a lowermean relative to other subgroups thatare more
equally distributed. The greater dispersionis in turn due to greater dispersionin
the individual variancecomponent, , rather than to schooling, ability,and
background. Across schooling dasses,the coefficient of variation ofhuman
wealth declines slightly withincreased schooling, andacross ability groups it
declines slightly with increasedability. Again, this fall in inequalitycomes about
because the rise in dispersion duetois less than proportionate to the risein
mean human wealth with increased abilityor schooling. Inequality in annual
earnings within schooling and abilitysubgroups is at least 50percent greater
than inequality in human wealthwithin the same subgroups.
Determinants of Years of Schooling
Years-of-schooling is used tomeasure the length of the period ofspecialization
in investment in human capital.The effects of backgroundvariables and of
ability on years of schoolingare also examined. The OLSregressions of years of
schooling on background andability variables are presentedin Table 10. Those
background variables which reflectgreater access to schooling subsidiesand educational inputs areexpected to be positively relatedto years of schooling.
Those ability indexesthat are important in theproduction of human capitalin the schooling environmentwill also havea positive effect on years of school-
ing.
To begin, each parent'sschooling level hasa significdnt positive effect on
son's education which isdominated by the strongpositive interaction of FED and MED. The partial effectof either parent'syears of schooling dependson
736 Lee A. I.illardTABLE 10Schooling Regressions (OLS)
(dependent variable is years of schooling; figures in
parentheses are absolute values of t statistics)
independent
Variables (1) (2) (3)














FED -0.059 -0.054 -0.046
(1.9) (1.7) (1.4)
MED -0.073 -0.063 -0.051
(2.6) (2.2) (1.8)
FED 'MED 0.0118 0.011 0.011
(4.2) (4.0) (39)
CATH -0.107 -0.081 -0.120
(1.3) (1.0) (1.4)
JEW 0.169 0.242 0.305
(1.1) (1.6) (2.0)
0TH RELG 0.169 0.403 0.435
(3.2) (3.2) (3.4)
NO. OF SIB 0.028 0.041 0.044
(1.6) (2.2) (2.4)
NO. MOVES -0.019 -0.021 -0.011
(1.0) (1.0) (0.6)
MOTH WK FUI.L (0-5) 0.234 0.188 0.186
(1.1) (0.8) (0.7)
MOTH WK SOME (0-5) -0.55 -0.092 -0.097
(0.4) (0.7) (0.8)
MOTH WK FU1 (6-14) 0.246 0.289 0.240
(1.3) (1.5) (1.2)
MOTH WK SOME (6-14) 0.119 0.59 0.165
(0.9) (1.2) (1.3)




compasition of the sis ability variablesis given in Table 2 The omitted religious classis Protestant MOTI-I WK is mothers work status duringthe indicated age range of theson (in parentheses)- o-s or 6-14years The cwnitted class did not work at all. OWNHOME is a dummy variable to indicatethat the family owned its home OWN ROOM is a dummy variableto indcate that the person had hisown room as a youth PRIV indicatespri- vate school, VOC Indicates vocationalschool, and the omitted type of schoolattended i5 parochial school
the other parent'syears of schooling in sucha way that they complement each
other; i.e.,
s/aMED= 0.073 +0.0118FED
JS/OFED = 0.059 + 0.0118MED
Therefore,
10.005 for FED=6.5
JS/0MED =0 043 for FE D=10.0




While the effect ofparents' education is statisticallyvery significant, it isnever- theless too small to be ofany economic importance.At the mean level of the other parent's education,the mean effect ofa parent with six years of school-
Independent
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ing (sixth
grade) versus a college education (sixteen years) isroughly half a
year. Thesmall effect ofbackground in general and parents' schooling in partic-
ular reflects theunusually high ability of this group of men and the availability
of the Cl bill,which lowered capital costs for everyone in the sample.
The effect ofmother's work status and father's occupation is negligible.
Being ofCatholic religion has a negativeeffect of 0.11 year and being Jewish
has a positiveeffect of 0.17 year relative to the Protestant religion.Attendance
at a vocational
high school has a negative effect of 1 .1 7 years.Interestingly, the
number of siblings inthe family does not significantly affect the years of the re-
spondent's schoolingattainment, even when older and younger siblings are
distinguished.
The ability variables areindividually more significant than any particular
background variable. Thedisaggregated ability most strongly related to school-
ing attainment ismathematics, followed by reading comprehensionand gen-
eral knowledge.Mechanical dexterity has no effect, and physical dexterityhas
a strongnegative relation. While theseabilities have a significant effect, the
magnitudes of the effects arefairly small. The effect on schooling of a change
of one standard deviation inability is 0.48 year for the aggregate IQ index, 0.42
for mathematics, 0.18 forreading comprehension, 0.27 for physicaldexterity,
0.17 for general knowledge,and zero for mechanical dexterity.
Determinants of IQ-Type Ability
The regressions relating the variousability indexes to backgroundvariables are
presented in Table 11The fairly comprehensive setof background variables
explains nearly 6 percent of the variationin the lQ measure. Parents'schooling
attainment affects abilitypositively. The effect of anadditional year of
mother's education is about 35 percentlarger than the effect of anadditional
year of father's education.Men whose fathers werein white-collar occupa-
tions had slightly higher lQs, butthose men whose fathers werein other than
standard white-collar or blue-coilaroccupations had significantlylower lQs. If
the mother worked full time, there is asmall, statistically insignificantnegative
impact on lQ. The negative effect is greater,but still not statisticallysignificant,
if the son was 6-14 years old when hismother worked than if he wasyounger
(0-5 years old). The small size of this effect isitself notable. Havinghad his own
room as a child significantly increasesthe lQ score. Attendanceat a private in-
stead of a public school has a significantpositive effect on IQ;this effect is
nearly three times as large for private elementary
school attendance as forpri-
vate high school attendance. Attendanceat a vocationalhigh school has a sig-
nificant negative effect on IQ. On average,jewish men scoredsignificantly
higher in IQ, and Catholic men significantlylower, than Protestants.Additional
family moves before high school completionsignificantly increased !Q.I
TABLE 11AbilityRegressionsa (015)





IQ MATH RDG MECH PHYSGENKN
Constant 88.73 95.05 90.86 89.16 101.88 79.08
(27.1) (28.7) (27.6) (27.2) (30.9) (25.1)
FED 0.452 0.261 0.18 0.506-0.230 0703
(13) (0.8) (0.5) (1.5) (0.7) (2.2)
MED 0.619 0.378 0.489 0.611 -0.33 1 1.15
(2.0) (1.2) (1.6) (2.0) (1.1) (3.9)
FED M[D 0.0020 -0.00710.0099 -0.0019 0.048 0.0048
(0.07) (0.2) (0.3) (0.06) (1.6) (0.2)
NO. MOVES 0.522 0.163 0.737 0.55 3 0.613 0.931
(2.5) (0.8) (3.6) (2.7) (3.0) (4.7)
NO. OF SIB 0.142 0.580-0.020-0.262-0.586-0.0145
(0.73) (3.0) (-0.1) (1.4) (3.0) (0.2)
CATH -2.05 0711-437-3.82 -4.80-6.20
(2.3) (0.8) (4.9) (4.3) (5-4) (7.2)
JEW 3.25 9.68 -2.77-6.47 -5.14 -8.57
(2.0) (5.9) (1.7) (4.0) (3.1) (5.5)
OTHER RELG 1.63-0.388 4.76 0.693-0.114 0420
(1.2) (0.3) (3.6) (0.5) (0.08) (0.3)
OWN HOME 0.279-1.40 1.74 1.63 0.584 2.24
(0.32) (1.6) (2.0) (1.9) (0.7) (2.7)
OWN ROOM 1.78 0.892 0.555 2.11 1.01 3.79
(2.1) (1.0) (0.7) (2.5) (1.2) (46)
ELEM PRIV 13.38 8.77 2.12 15.19 6.26 6.23
(2.6) (1.7) (0.4) (2.9) (1.2) (1.3)
HS PRIV 4.65 5.07 4-39-1.33 0.291-4.11
(1.8) (1.9) (1.7) (0.5) (01) (1.7)
HSVOC -6.64-9.05 -3.93 0.772 4.85-2.45
(5.9) (8.0) (3-5) (0.7) (4.3) (2.3)
Father's occup.
White collar 1.20 0.764 1.86 0489-0.991 1.40
(1.4) (0.9) (2.2) (0.6) (1.1) (1.7) Other -533 -3.71 -6.11 -3.88 -2.85-4.24




























































amempositiof the SIX ab;lity variables s given in Table 2 MOTH, OWN HOML OWN ROOM, PRIV, arid
VOC are described in Table 10, footnote a
1048
Determinants of the Specific Types of AbilityBackground van-
si 45 ables.Mothers and father's schooling positively affects each type of ability
except physical dexterity. The mother's schooling is more important in size and
significance for each variable, with the strongest effect on general knowledge.
If the mother worked full time when the respondent was 6-14 years old, each
ability type variable is lowered, but if his mother worked full time when he was
younger than 6, his mean ability is increased in each case except mathematics.
If his father was employed in a white-collar occupation instead of a blue-collar
occupation, each type of ability is increased except physical dexterity. If he had
his own room, each ability score is increased, with the largest effect on general
knowledge, followed by mechanical dexterity. If he attended a private school,
the mathematical and reading comprehension scores are increased, but not the
others, Additional family moves increase each type of ability.
The overall explanatory power of the background variables with respect to
ability scores is poor. The best is for general knowledge, with 11 percent. The
worst is for physical dexterity, 2 1/2 percent.
.40
.7) APPENDIX A:THEORETICAL MODEL: SOME SPECIAL CASES
'.24 There are a few special cases for which the solutions are different from the one
presented here, including (a) the case of no deterioration of human capital, i.e.,
1.26
8 = 0; (b) no purchased inputs, i.e., /3, = 0; (c) both no deterioration and a zero
05) discount rate; (d) no production decision, i.e., /3, +/2= 0; and (e) constant re-
1:115 turns to scale, i.e., /34-= 1 . The solution is simplifiedwhen I3 + /2equals a
1.09) rational number, especially /3, +/2 =(I - '1)/I where us an integer,and in par-
2.45 ticular, fX + /2 = 1/2. In the latter case some additional implications canbe
1.2) derived.





IQ MATH RDG MECH PHYSGENKN
MOTH WKFUL 0.314 1.06 1.65-1.64 -0.776 1.16
(6-14) (0.2) (0.8) (1.2) (1.2) (0.6) (0.9)
Work status
nonresponse -5.497--4.25 -3.38-4.01 -3.66-3.07
(6-14) (3.7) (2.8) (2.3) (2.7) (2.4) (2.1)
R2 .0569 .0386 .0502 .0457 .0255 .1118
N
03
5to note their effects. Haley (1 973) analyzes in detail the special cases where
there are no purchased inputs(= 0) and, in particular, where f20, fl
= 1/2 and includes some simulation results.
Noeterioration of Human Capital
This case -TUSt be considered separately because setting 6 = 0 involves divi-
sion by zero in many of the equations of the general solution. Clearly, equa-
tion 2 becomes E = Q(K, 0), so its solution in Phase I becomes
(Al)E = [EØ + iUtl
Hence,> 0 and> 0 for every t < t.
Phase II solutions for land E may be obtained directly by substituting 6 = 0
into equations 15 through 21, and 23. Equation 22 becomes
EU') = E+ Ur]11
so that the implicit solution for t' is contained in
E= i.Ut'('/t)f3'(/+ fl,)(R/32/P/31V2 (1 - e'''')
Earning capacity and net earnings rise over the entire life cycle, i.e., in
Phase II
E = U11(1 - L)/rlm (1 >
and
NY=RE!>Q
Earning capacity rises at a decreasing rate and is concave, i.e.,
E = rU1[(1 -)/r)m (1 \')m <0
while net earnings has the possibility of an initialconvex stage where possibly
I <0 is large enough to offset the concave growth in earning capacity, i.e.,
)A.7) NY=RE I>Oif / <Oand>L!I
The more likely case and necessarily so late in the life cycle is that NY< 0.
See the discussion of equation 7 for more detail.
Both 6-0 and r-0
In the case of both no deterioration and zero interest rate, some equations
need further alteration. The Phase I solutions are thesame as for 8 = 0 alone,
since r does not enter the solution.
$
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In Phase II, however,the shadow value of human capital accumulationde-
creases linearlywith time; so equation 15 becomes
(A.8A1 = RI: -
The solution for the path of optimal investment, equation 1 7, becomes
(A.9)I = R(/31 + P2)1I1 [(N - t)/3'13 (Rf32/P$1)ft2j1a
Since investment is a negative linear function of time to a power greater than
1.0, investment declines at a decreasing rate at all ages, i.e., I <0 and 1 > 0.
Equation 18 becomes
(A 10)E = v1a (1 )1'(N - Ola/> U
so that
(All)I(E - 1Ur)t+ U11(1 [(N1.)lra- (N - t)hla]
for t > t'. Clearly earning capacity rises at a decreasing rate, i.e.,
(Al2)F = (1 - )E/(N t)
In this case, the net earnings function is also strictly concave.
No Production Decisions, i.e., f3 - 0 and f30
This trivial case is presented only for completeness. When f and /32 are zero,
and thus f+ /2 = 0, Phase I and indeed investment make no sense and earn-
ings (equal to earning capacity) simply decline exponentially at the deprecia-
tion rate. If /3 > 0, earning capacity is augmented in each period by a constant;
therefore, E = /3 - 6E and
(A.13)E =(f318) [E0(/3/8)1 e E0+ (/3/8)(l -. et)
The exponential decline in earnings is partially offset by the linear additions to
human capital in each period. When /3 = 0, earnings simply decline as E
= E0et. If depreciation is zero, then earnings are constant or rise linearly if /3
0.
Constant Returns to Scale, i.e.,+ /2 1
With constant returns to scale the optima! rule is to specialize in the produc-
tion of human capital until the last instant of life and then use all of the capital
to obtain earnings instantaneously.







which has the solution
E= E0c'
Earning capacity rises exponentially. In Phase II, A2= 0 and the solution for A1
is unchanged, as in equation 15. Substituting (8) and (15) into first-ordercondi-
tion 6b and simplifying yields the condition
(1 - e8t_M)K = 0
which is satisfied only at t = N.
Alternatively, let+ $2 approach 1 in equations 16 and 17. Optimal Kand
increase monotonically as $2 + /2 increases with the ratiof1'f32 held constant.
For every $ + $2 < 1 there existssome Phase II interval of length N -
however, N - tshrinks to zero as+ /2 approaches 1.
Integer Values of 1Ii Greater than One
The solution to Phase II becomes somewhatsimpler for integer values of 1/
greater than one. If 1 /= I contains integers >1 then (1 - z)/i = /- 1 and
$2) = (I - 1)11. Returns to scale take the values 1/2, 2/3, 3/4,4/5.....The
simplification occurs because the right-hand sideof the differential equa-
tion 17 can be represented as a finitesum of I terms rather than the more gen-
eral infinite binomial series. Equation 18 becomes
+ E U0 (-1)'(I_i)e''8
which has a solution as in equation 21:
E = E(t) er+ U, (-1)'(J_1e" (1 - erlt-t)
,/
This is quite a simplification if] is small;e.g., if /4, then returns to scale= 3/4
and there are only four terms inequation A.1 8, including the initial value. The
solution is obviously more amenableto analysis and potential estimation.
Returns to Scale ($2 + $2) of One-half
When+= 1/2, the solution becomes extremely simple. The humancap-
ital path in Phase I, equations 12and 22, simplify to















1.These works have beencarefully reviewed by Mincer(1970)
2Similarly Paglin (1975) recentlysuggested including inmeasured inequality only variation
around the aggregatecross-sectiOnal mean earnings-ageprofile.
The model requires anumber of restrictive assumptionsto be feasible.Individuals are as-
sumed to have perfectknowledge of themselves andthe world arid face nouncertainty
Furthermore, they receive no incomeother than from therental of their human capital.arid
they have no initial assets-All prob!ems involving leisuretime are avoided by assumingthat
a fixed amountof time in each period isallocated between investment inhuman capital and
labor market earnings.tiider these assumptions.consumption and investmentdecisions are
separable. and individuals act insuch a way as to maximizetheir human wealth- Thus,itis
not necessary to posit autility function.
This model can beequivalently formulated in termsof the fraction of time orhuman capital
invested in production 5; thenK = SF and S i5 the decisionvariable. In another interesting
formulation, used by Rosen(1975), Weiss (1975), andBlinder and Weiss (1974), earningsare
a direct functionof the human capital
stock and its rate of change at anygiven time. Under
this formulation NY(E, F) =REF - (F -
SThis is a pedogogically
opposite extreme fromthe constraint proposedby Ben-Porath
(1967): R(E(t) - K(t)) -g2 (I) = 0. The Ben-POrathform implies that theonly constraint on
production is that anindividual cannot invest n-iorehuman capital than histotal stock, i.e.,
direct purchases canbe financed by borrowing.Since both modelsyield the same qualita-
tive results exceptduring the specialization
period and since the model usingequation 3
can be fullysolved, the analysis isconfined to include equation3.
6All the results derived inthis section generalized
perfectly to the case of anynumber of pur-
chased inputs and
corresponding prices. These areignored here to simplify thepresenta
tin fl
-I
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In Phase II investment,equatiOn 1 7 becomes
iA.21)1 = IR/2(r 4- S)1U2 (1 -erS
Differential equation 18simplifies to
(A.22)E + SE =U2 (1 -
with the very simple solution
(A 23)E = [(U118)(l -e1bt) + -,,f e2i e5'°
+ (U2/S)(1 - et) +[U2/(r + 26)1e1ti_(e&fS - 1)
Equation 26, whichspecifies the implicit solutionfor ,simplifies to
)A24) J= fJ'-ñ(f/p$1)fl2
(r+&)
eh12'From this point forward thesubscript will be dropped for notational conveniene.
The special cases of 0 and 1 are considered separately in Appendix A.
Although efficiency may vary more generally over the life cycle, assume that it difier only
between the period of specialization (schooling) arid the rest of the life cycle.
This result is proved more generally in Ishikawa (1973).
$ + 137 (U/6) - > 0 is a sufficient condition for the existence of Phase I, as will be
proved after the Phase II discussion.
Many Phase II results are presented by Ben-Porath 11967) in an alternative format. While a
closed form solution was not derived there, most qualitative predictions are valid up to ini-
tial conditions at the end of Phase I. An important consideration is the point where phases I
and II meet, which will be discussed in detail later.
Note that 1/> 1 since= 1 -- 137 and thus ln(1/) > 0. Also consider the point of
inflection for the following parameter combinations for the length of the convex investment
region from N- lln(1/A)/(r + 6)1:
Clearly, for high returns to scale and low interest and depreciationrates, the concave region
may not occur. Also since 0 = (R$2/P$1)P2Ka, Q <0, and Q has the sign ofIin the
same ranges
This approach to the solution is suggested by Haley (1974). Haleyalso illustrates by simula-
tion that the infinite sum is strongly dominated by the first few terms forreasonable para-
meter values. Note that
fa\ a!
\,b)b!(a - b)!
An Interesting special case obtains when Phase I fails to exist, thatis, it is optimal for the in-
dividual to leave school at the end of the period of compulsoryschool attendance (age 16
in most states). Alternatively an individual's life cyclemay be presumed to begin It = 0) at
some age after specialization ends leg., after age 40). In the lattercase comparative statics
can only be considered over parameter ranges which still preclude theexistence of Phase I;
i.e., the individual is "old enough" to rule out specialization.In this special case E)t'I is re-
placed by f0in equation 21.
Note also that equation 21 can be expressed alternativelyas
F = EIt*)e_'_r - 1)7 e_5 5 E(1 - e()_7lyn dI
+ U2 eSt S (751 (1 - et+St \71m dt
This point is discussed in detail later. Alternativeformulations yielding similar jump pointsat
t are developed inJohnson 11974) and Haley f19751.













0.20 0.7 1.5 3.5 7.0 10.4
0.15 1.1 2.3 5.3 10.5 15.6
0.1[i 1.3 2.9 6.9 13.9 20.8
0.05 2.6 5.8 13.8 27.8 41.6
0.01 13.1 29.0 69.3 138.6 207.9
S
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at
Equation 23 may be expressed alternatively as




When an individual is deciding whether to specialize or not, the relevant efficiency para-
meter is $ rather than /3", since applicable conditions will be those of Phase I should he de-
cide to specialize.
For empirical purposes, a stochastic specification ofand NY may be more reasonable, as-
suming r can vary for unspecified reasons, in which case l6F/8X. is also interesting.These
comparative statics are presented at the end of the section.
From 123), the partial effect of E0on tcan be ascertained more formally by implicit differ-
entiation: With E moved to the right-hand side of the equation, multiply by -(b/La, and
call the result Z; that is,
where
Z = 1 (1 16(1l(i + 811
and U includes /3/3' The denominatoi- of this term will be the same for all parameters. as
follows:
iZI8re8' Ii - )8iU1 + 6(1 > 0
8Z/Jtis necessarily positive, from equation 22b, when Phase I exists.The sign of partial
effects on r is then determined by (and is opposite in sign from) partialeffects on Z, In this
case
-Z/aF = (8AF1 e5'/t. <0
Hence, increasing F0 has the posited negative effect on thelength of the specialization
period.
The effects of /3 and on tand the optimal paths are ambiguous otherwise.
Special cases of 0, 1/2,1, and integer values of 1Iare presented in detail elsewhere. The
cases of /2 = 0 (i.e., there are no purchased inputs)and /3, = 1'2 are discussed in detail by
Haley 11975).
More formally,(Z//3) =/3'F8/U2 > 0.
25F0 and /3! must move in the same direction to maintainthe sarnc- value of r, since a rise in
F,3 shorten5 time in specialization while a rise in J3 lengthensit.
That is,
- ÔZ/Or = 8(1 (ii + (N - t')(r + 6)le'-1 /lr + 6) <0
More formally,8Z/N611A) > o.
That is, a,18p = I/PA) <0.
That is, al/aR = 11 + (fl/A)ll/R > 0.
It should be noted that in this form of the earningsfunction, any differences among birth co-
horts within the narrow 191 7-1925 cohort group areignored. This issue will be explored
only briefly in the empirical section. Moreimportantly, since earnings represent repeated
observation of the 1917-1925 cohort group, any exogenousreal earnings growth over the
An Essay on Human Wealth 747period 1943-1970 will he confounded in the age variable. See Weiss and lullard (1 978) for a
more detailed discussion of confounding of vintage, experience and time effects
For a discussion of the identification in similar approximations to nonlinear models, see
Fisher (1967).
Estimates of hc'rnan wealth exclude consideration of earnings while in school, for which no
data are available, and of the respondents' reduction in earnings during military service
Age-earnings profiles are assumed to be flat beyond the upper end of the sample range,
about age 54, since the profiles in Figure 4 appear to peak there
Thus procedure for calculating individual human wealth is analogous to estimating the earn-
ings function with discounted earnings values as the dependent variable. Alternative esti-
mates of the variance in human wealth obtained by ignoring the earnings function and esti-
mating each individual's human wealth directly from his observed earnings values were very
close to those reported here.
The standard deviations of mean discounted residualsare $6,054, $5,283, $4,871, and
$4,555, respectively, for discount rates of zero, 3, 5, and 7 percent.
To make the corresponding estimates unbiased, all variance estimates presented hereare
weighted for unequal numbers of observations for each individual andare corrected for the
finite number of multiple observations.
Similar results from panel data on a wider range of birth cohorts observedover a shorter
period are reported by Lullard and Weiss (1977) fora sample of Ph.D. scientists observed
over the decade 1960-1970 and by Lillard and Willis 11977) for a national sample ofmen
from the Michigan Income Dynamics Panel, whowere observed over the period
1967-1973.
One source of variation inis cohort differences within the 1917-1925 cohort group due to
differences in, say, schooling qLuality orexogenous wage growth. This source is clearly evi-
dent when the mean values ofacross cohorts are compared: $1,020 for 1925; $800 for
1924; $18 for 1923; -$62 for 1922; -$875 for 1921: -$745 for1920; -$347 for 1919;
-$1,329 for 1918; and -$1924 for 1917. The variances, however,do not vary systemati-
cally among cohorts.
For 1 = 5; 9=0.13 and 1 -9 = 0.87; for T =4, the figuresare 0.16 and 0.84; for T = 3,
0.20 and 0.80; and for T, = 2,0.27 and 0.73.
While the parameters themselvesmay appear to be quite different, once the nonlinearities
and interactions are accounted for, the predicted profilesare quite close.
This psitive interaction is enhanced bya positive simple correlation between schooling
and ability in the data of 0.245.
Varying the retirement age between fifty-four andseventy made no differences in the in-
equality conclusions.
This result maybe partially due to thecomposition of the sample studied which includes
only highly able and well-educated men.
Part of the effect of this variable may be dueto the city size of the respondent's residence,
much of the Jewish population residesin the New York metropolitan area which has sub-
stantially higher wages than most other parts of theUnited States.
For a detailed discussion of alternative inequality indexes,see Atkinson (1970). As measured
by the coefficient of variation, inf.qualityamong individuals in single-year cohorts rather
(ban the 191 7-1925 cohort group is 0.39 for 1925;0.39 for 1924; 0.40 for 1923; 0.44 for
1922; 0.48 for 1921; 0.47 for 1920; 0.53 for 1919;0.43 for 1918; and 0.49 for 1917. Thema-
jor source of these differences is mean human wealthrather than its standard deviation The
greater mean human wealth for the younger cohorts is dueto differences in mean human
wealth caused by schooling, ability, and backgrounddifferences and by differences in mean
las indicated in footnote 36).
Several retirement ages were considered, includingmean retirement age (based on labor
$
I
748 ee A. UIIar(jforce participation rates) in eachschooling group. It made virtually no difference in the in-
equalitY Conclusions reached here.
45.These inequality estimates may becompared to the mO'e usual cross-sectional inequality
tigures Since earnings areroughly uniformly distributed over ages within the sample ex-
cept ages over 57). a simple aggregateof the 15,387 earnings points over all ages crudely
approximates the distribution of earningsof a cross section hut with only a narrowcohort
obseived If there are no cohort or exogenous wagegmwth effects it ;s precisely analogous
to a cross-sectional earningsdistribution. Inequality in this aggregate is 0.75 asmeasured by
the coefficient of variation and 0.353by the Gini coefficient.
46Calculated from Final Report PC(2)-5A, Censusof Population: 1960, U.S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus, 1963.
47For positive discount rates thecorresponding assumption must be that allresidual variation
is exactly compensated in presentvalue.
48In the context of the model, ability canhave several commonly used meanings. A conimon
use is "the ability toproduce earnings." This is ambiguous since it maybe interpreted to
mean either net earnings orearning capacity. This use could implythe current stock of
6uman capital. f all of it wereallocated to work, or the capacity to produce afuture stream
of earnings, if all of current capacity wereinvested in producing more human capital.These
two interpretations arerelated but distinct. Clearly. net earnings aredirectly affected by
current investment One person mayhave more earning capacity thananother at the same
age but lower net earningsbecause of a larger investment in humancapital. If earnings Ca-
pacity is meant then it should bemeasured at some common age to reflect a commonposi-
tion in the life cycle. A convenient ageis the school-leaving age, t.Another common con-
ception of ability is "the rate atwhich an individual accumulates earningcapac;ty." The
actual rate of accumulation of humancapital is represented in the model byE(ai. Another
interpretation of ability intimatelyrelated to these and suggested by themodel is the eff i-
ciency with which the individualproduces new human capital.represented by the produc-
tion parameter. j3. That is, the indexof ability is the relative efficiencywith which an irrdivid-
ual can use a given set of inputs to produce newhuman capital.
49.It shoud be made clear that thebackground variables are related to aweighted conibina-
hon of test scores representing anidentifiable ability type. Regressionresults must be inter-
preted with caution since the underlying test scores
represent ordinal rankings ratherthan a
cardinal measurement
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